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Abstract: Risk management has become an important concern in the light of current developments
in the home energy management sector as well as within the broader considerations regarding
the building sector’s energy production and consumption paradigm. The current multi-parameter
energy ecosystem structure raises a number of new challenges that require a reliable and robust risk
management framework to assist in building management decision making. This paper presents a
multi asset risk assessment algorithm, which is part of a risk management application developed for
residential buildings within the framework of energy communities and digital energy markets. It
describes the logic, principles, and operation of the algorithm, as well as the functionalities related to
risk analysis and result visualization. This underpins the necessary means to monitor elements of a
home energy system as well as tools for risk prevention and mitigation. The proposed application
provides accurate, detailed, and easy to use information to assist decision makers and stakeholders
in the context of smart home energy management systems.

Keywords: risk management; fault tree analysis; cascade effect; energy management systems

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

The European building sector constitutes one of the primary energy consumers and,
therefore, reducing its environmental footprint is a major goal in the context of the broader
paradigm for the necessary shift as a response to the ongoing climate crisis. In this direc-
tion, several research works have been conducted over the past 20 years related to the
optimization of energy consumption in the building sector. This includes the improvement
of management practices as well as the development and implementation of new strategies
and approaches. The integration of smart home energy management systems (SHEMS)
for the efficient management of energy consumption at the residential level is a promising
research direction [1]. These systems are an integral part of smart grids, as an emerging
paradigm of energy production and consumption aimed at making buildings active nodes
within the energy network.

The Congressional Research Service report on the 2007 Energy Independence and
Security Act defines a smart grid (SG) as a distribution system that allows the bidirectional
flow of information to and from the consumer’s meter [2]. As such, the SG allows for
increased power grid efficiency, reliability, and flexibility while reducing the need for new
grid infrastructure. The continuous rise in power demand and consumption as well as the
growing sustainability and environmental concerns have led to a widespread application
of the SG paradigm across electricity networks and a wide expansion of SG and related
technologies research [3,4]. The contemporary smart electricity grid is conceptualized as a
system of systems (SoS) that requires modelling and understanding of the multiple parts
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that constitute it as well as their interrelations [5]. Furthermore, the presence of smart
devices and electronics on the grid poses an additional challenge for network operations
since it leads to significant differentiation in power flow patterns and an increased need
for enhanced supply quality and continuity. Given that the successful implementation of
the SG paradigm is directly related to meeting the ever-increasing reliability challenge [6],
this renders the efficient handling of risk in SG networks an essential component to their
smooth operation.

Focusing on SHEMS, current research further indicates the lack of quality attributes
such as security, privacy, and scalability, which points towards a research gap in the
functionalities necessary for their smooth operation [1]. Furthermore, it has been established
that renewable energy sources (RES) constitute an important factor of this paradigm shift,
and the unpredictability of RES has been identified as a key challenge [7]. The broader
social, technical, policy and economic considerations related to RES play a crucial role in
the successful implementation of SG /SHEMS paradigms [8,9]. The present paper aims
to consider these uncertainties and employ risk management as a tool for addressing
certain aspects of the aforementioned issues and challenges. In this context, stakeholders
of SG networks, including tenants, building and facility managers, energy providers, and
distribution system operators, can benefit from the implementation of comprehensive risk
management frameworks [10] and tools for monitoring the potential threats related to SG
infrastructure, calculating the risk factor associated with each threat, and estimating their
impact on the operation of the infrastructure in quantitative and monetary terms. Further,
this framework can support and inform decision making regarding the activities associated
with the operation of the SG (e.g., electricity production and consumption) and provide
feedback to future network development planning. Furthermore, a robust and intuitive risk
monitoring system can advance the necessary trust and acceptance among stakeholders,
which is an essential component for the successful adoption of the SG paradigm [11].

The risk management framework presented in this paper is a quantitative risk man-
agement application dedicated to residential buildings and developed based on the afore-
mentioned considerations. It has been part of the of the EU research project TwinERGY and
its pilot applications to deal with a set of threats and risks and support decision making of
the SG ecosystem from tenants and building managers to energy providers and distribution
system operators (DSOs).

1.2. Asset Management & Risk Analysis

In the context of energy grid management, a number of parameters need to be consid-
ered that often lead to conflicting objectives which require optimum balancing. Further,
changes in the electricity production, distribution, and consumption sectors (such as the
SG paradigm) have introduced efficiency requirements as an additional consideration for
grid stakeholders. These developments have led to the adoption of asset management
frameworks as guiding principles for electricity network operations. Risk management,
as described in the previous section, can be positioned within asset management decision
support methodologies as the “systematic and coordinated activities and practices through
which an organization optimally manages its assets and their associated performance, risk
and expenditure over their lifecycle” [12]. These activities usually focus on the aspect of
reliability and associated threats and risks, but other risk considerations (economic, safety,
environmental etc.) have also been studied [13] and constitute important factors in a holistic
asset management framework [12].

These holistic asset management frameworks encompass the breadth of related aspects
such as generation, transmission and distribution networks, metrics, system modeling
and analysis [14]. As mentioned earlier, relevant frameworks have inevitably increased in
complexity to address the inherent challenges of emerging smart energy grid solutions,
smart homes, and related home energy management systems [15]. With the emergence
of these microgrid architectures in energy production and distribution networks, their
resilience and risk management has become the object of extensive research [16]. The
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perceived risks and challenges extend across a wide spectrum, ranging from equipment
failure to security issues [17–19]. The related literature categorizes the risks of smart grid
applications and products in three broad categories: cybersecurity threats, physical threats,
functional and economic threats [20].

The aggregation of the various factors and parameters outlined above accentuates
the importance of risk as an integral part of energy grid asset management frameworks.
Related research approaches and methodologies cover a broad spectrum that is rapidly
expanding and evolving They range from risk categorization according to intrinsic charac-
teristics [12] and classification of grid components as a method to model potential risk [14],
to models for risk analysis, each focusing on specific aspects within the broader category of
comprehensive risk assessment and system safety [21].

1.3. Risk Management

The need for a robust and comprehensive risk management framework and application
to deal with the variety of threats in the context of a home energy management system has
been outlined in the literature and above. The aim of such framework is to address a wide
variety of issues ranging from the vulnerabilities of interconnected systems (necessary to
the IoT operation), to external attack and unauthorized access, which is among the leading
concerns of users [19], to monitoring the devices’ malfunctions and communication issues,
which have been found to be high-impact potential risks [20]. Therefore, it is important to
develop suitable risk management systems for SHEMS applications to identify risks and
provide the user with relevant information and decision support. The risk management
application needs to provide both the necessary means to monitor all components of the
smart home as well as tools for risk prevention and mitigation. These tools need to provide
accurate, detailed, and easy to use information and directions to reduce the uncertainty
and perceived risk. These characteristics are essential for the successful deployment of a
smart home energy management system.

The present paper describes the proposed risk management application, including the
tool components and the functionalities devoted to the risk analysis and result visualization.
A detailed analysis of the tool’s logics and algorithms and the employed methodology
is presented step-by-step along with the main formulas needed to substantiate such a
presentation. A technical description of the application, the commands available and the
information that can be visualized are presented through a set of case studies. The results
that the user can obtain are described and the purposes and context of their use outlined.
Additionally, the user experience (UX) for the field implementation, conclusions and future
research directions are discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

The algorithm for the risk management application is divided into four steps (Figure 1):

1. Scenario Generation: Depending on the parameters inserted by the user, the risk
scenario is generated;

2. Scenario Simulation: The scenario generated in the previous step is simulated consider-
ing the potential countermeasures and the cascading effect (i.e., the threat propagation
and generation of the related impacts) and results in the possible outcomes;

3. Likelihood Calculation: Following the outcome derivation, the corresponding likeli-
hood is computed, starting from the probabilities of the triggering events;

4. Impact calculation: The effect of each outcome is calculated in monetary terms, taking
into account any related physical damage, out of service condition or revenue loss. In
addition, potential injuries may be considered.

The definition of the topology structure, the cascade effect model adopted, as well as of
the necessary parameters and data that feeds the four algorithm steps are presented below.
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2.1. Topology Structure

The algorithm development has been structured in a tree form [22]. This type of
structure was chosen to allow tracking of the contribution of every event to the overall risk
status in a simple and intuitive manner. The tree model structure used in the algorithm
adopts a top-down approach, similar to fault tree analysis, which is a standard technique
in risk assessment and accident analysis (Figure 2). The risk-triggering event is a threat
against a certain target that is present in the network which generates a series of diverse
impacts. The propagation of such impacts throughout the overall network is strongly
dependent on the topology of the structure since impacts are generated and propagated
depending on the connections between elements of the network. The generated impacts
are mitigated by countermeasures embedded in the network, which have the capability
to reduce or eliminate the effects of those impacts. This process leads to the generation of
different outcomes, based on the efficiency of the aforementioned countermeasures, and
the resulting propagation of the impact through the system. A main advance of this model,
compared to the standard fault tree model, is the ability to represent the risk analysis of
a building as a multi-dimensional graph. More specifically, the tree approach is used to
represent a scenario occurring as a result of a threat while, within the network, it is possible
to include several scenarios and several trees.

2.2. Cascade Effect

The algorithm used in the risk management application is based on a tree model struc-
ture to facilitate the propagation of impacts in the modeled network. This is fundamental
for the cascade effect, where an impact acting on a node will also act on all the node’s
children whose type is sensitive to such impact. Another important aspect is that threats
are envisioned to be propagated from the parent node to the child ones but not vice versa,
respecting the hierarchy of the infrastructure model presented below. The rationale of this
rule is to avoid incurring infinite loops. However, since disruption of an asset also affects
the services provided, the analysis takes into account that damage to a small asset (e.g., an
electrical panel) can cause degradation to the performance of the whole building.

The tree model plays a fundamental role in the computation of risk in the algorithm
(Figure 3). The process begins with the generation of the first impact in the examined sce-
nario. The computation is performed for each possible impact magnitude and, depending
on several parameters, such as the presence and effectiveness of countermeasures, several
outcomes are generated. Specifically, the impact on a specific element of the network
can be:
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• Prevented;
• Defused;
• Mitigated;
• Not Mitigated.
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As a result, diverse outcomes arise. Depending on the outcomes generated for the
parent node, the current impact is propagated downwards to the child nodes, giving rise to
the cascade effect.

2.3. Inputs

In order to properly operate, the algorithm for risk computation requires several input
parameters, the most important of which are listed below:

• List of examined areas (ai) in the building Ai = [a1, a2, . . . , ai];
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• List of all possible threats THi = [th1, th2, . . . , thk];
• The economic value of each area, denoted by EVAi(Ai);
• The three levels of magnitude Mz = [m1 m2 m3], which represents the intensity of

a threat;
• The probability of a certain threat with a certain magnitude.

P(THk, Mz) = [P(TH1, M1), P(TH2, M2), . . . , P(THk, Mz)] ;

2.4. Scenario Generation and Likelihood Calculation

The starting step of the algorithm is the generation of a feasible scenario [23]. A
scenario in this case is characterized by three elements: threat, target and time of occurrence
(Equation (1)).

Scenario(Threat, Target, Time o f occurence) (1)

Threat and target are fundamental in the identification of a scenario in order to
understand the corresponding impacts and their propagation in the network elements. The
time of occurrence is required to define those parameters that are time dependent. The
scenario is then divided into sub-scenarios (Equation (2)), which depend on the magnitude
type and the outcome type.

Sub-scenario(Threat, Magnitude, Target, Time o f occurence) (2)

The magnitude value is strongly related to the threats and to the users’ perception of
them. In this tool, three magnitude levels are considered: low, medium, and high. This
means that, for each scenario, tree subsections are arranged based on the likelihood of the
same threat considered with varying intensity levels. The equation utilized to compute the
probability of a specific scenario (Sijkz) depends mainly on the probability of the threat with
the corresponding magnitude (P) and the “importance” (IM) of the target in the structure
topology, i.e., a score describing the significance of the area affected by the threat:

P
(

Sijkz

)
= f

(
P(THk, Mz), IM

(
Ai, Tj

))
(3)

Based on the probability of a scenario, the likelihood of occurrence is computed by the
algorithm for each possible outcome. This value considers also the experience gained by
the actual pilot implementation of the project and from historical record data.

2.5. Scenario Simulation

Once an impact hits an element of the infrastructure, it is possible that the other
elements linked to the targeted one in the model structure will also be affected and could
even generate a consequent impact (Equation (4)):

Impact(Sub-scenario, SecondaryTarget) (4)

This process is not instantaneous and needs to take into account the effect of potential
countermeasures against the given impact. Since countermeasures may be directly applied
to the element of the network, they can even block the propagation of the impact and
reduce potential damage. The application of countermeasures can generate four distinct
outcomes described below (Figure 4).

In order to estimate the outcomes, each countermeasure is defined by several parame-
ters that express the efficiency of the countermeasure and the reduction of the likelihood
and potential damages. These parameters are scored in terms of prevention, detection,
defusion, and mitigation.
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• Prevented: within this outcome, the impact is prevented, and the propagation stops.
In this case, no risk analysis is carried out, since the impact has no longer an effect on
the target.

• Defused: an impact is defused when the countermeasures are effective in not letting
it generate any damage. The defusion efficiency score of a countermeasure can be
modelled as an effect that stops the propagation of the threat and sets the risk of the
outcome to zero.

• Mitigated: in this situation, the impact happens but its effects are mitigated by the
countermeasures applied. The mitigation efficiency score of a countermeasure can be
modelled by a coefficient EMsec

tot (Ai) that reduces the probability of the occurrence of
an outcome. The outcome probability in this case depends on the level of magnitude
of the threat/impact. The probability of an outcome with low magnitude is:

PSS3

(
Sijk1

)
= P

(
Sijk1

)
× EMsec

tot (Ai) (5)

The probability of an outcome with medium magnitude is:

PSS5

(
Sijk2

)
= P

(
Sijk2

)
× EMsec

tot (Ai) (6)

The probability of an outcome with high magnitude is:

PSS7

(
Sijk3

)
= P

(
Sijk3

)
× EMsec

tot (Ai) (7)

• Not Mitigated: when an impact is not mitigated it means that the countermeasures
applied have no effect or that there are no countermeasures applied to the targeted
element. In this case, the efficiency score is not computed and the probability of this
outcome equals that of the scenario itself. Since one of the main features is the cascade
effect, the outcomes that are mitigated or not mitigated can propagate to the connected
elements of the model infrastructure generating new impacts. In order to propagate
the impact and generate consequent impacts, a specific mapping is required for the
risk algorithm (Figure 5).

The mapping can be divided into two parts. In the first section (blue triangle area in
Figure 5) the threat is mapped to a target, and both are mapped to an impact. This is due to
the fact that only certain targets can be targeted by certain threats and, depending on the
target and the threat, a specific impact is generated. The second section of the mapping
(orange square area in Figure 5) links the original generated impact to the subsequent one
and the new target to the initial one. Depending on the starting target and impact, new
elements of the network can become new targets and they can even generate new and
different impacts.
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The flow chart in Figure 6 indicatively illustrates the steps that the risk algorithm
performs within the use case of the threat “power supply interruption” occurring on the
asset “independent house”. In particular:

1. For a threat onto a target, the algorithm checks if the corresponding impact affects the
target type.

2. If yes, countermeasures (if available) are applied and the risk on the target is evaluated.
3. The algorithm checks if the target holds any children.
4. If yes, it verifies if the child’s target type is affected by the impact.
5. If yes, countermeasures (if available) are applied and the risk on the child target

is evaluated.
6. Steps 4 and 5 are performed for all the target’s children.
7. Steps 1 to 6 imply that the graph structure of the asset is explored following a depth

first search logic.
8. When any child is reached, the algorithm verifies if the current impact has any

secondary impact that may affect the target type of the current child.
9. If yes, countermeasures (if available) for all secondary impacts are applied and the

risk to the current child is evaluated.

2.6. Countermeasures Application

Countermeasures that can prevent or mitigate the impact can generally be applied to
any target [21]. A countermeasure can affect a given impact in the following ways:

• Preventing the impact: The prevention rate of the countermeasure is the probability
that the countermeasure prevents the impact.

• Detecting the impact: The detection rate is the probability to detect the impact.
• Defusing the impact: The defusion rate represents the probability to defuse the impact.
• Mitigating the impact: The mitigation rate represents the probability to mitigate

the impact.
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The countermeasures influence the threat probability as a reduction coefficient. The
corresponding assessment is based on:

• The effect rates of the countermeasure in regard to its four properties, i.e., prevention
rate, detection rate, defusion rate, and mitigation rate—both individually and as
correlated effect rate.

• Economic reference value for the asset operations: Single value, e.g., EUR 10,000 for
the target (independent house) and its operations.

• The percentage of damage in the asset resulting of each impact.

For a target with some potential countermeasures applied and a threat occurring on
this target, the risk algorithm checks if any of the countermeasures installed is effective
against the threat impact. If so, it computes the “effect rate” of the countermeasure on that
impact with respect to all four countermeasure properties. Finally, it re-evaluates the risk
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of the current threat onto the target by taking into account the countermeasure efficiency of
each property.

2.7. Cost Calculation

The cost computation is conducted simultaneously with the likelihood estimation. For
every generated outcome, the tool calculates the:

• Percentage of physical damage of the target;
• Average hours of service interruption;
• Expected economic losses due to physical damage;
• Expected economic losses due to interruption of service.

Further, the cost estimation strongly depends on the type of threat, target, impact, and
magnitude. The cost calculation provides an estimation of total economic losses, as shown
in Equation (8):

ELtot = ELphysicalDamage + ELIStot, (8)

where ELphysicalDamage denotes the economic losses due to physical damages and ELIStot
the economic losses due to the interruption of service.

2.7.1. Physical Damage Computation

The physical damages are estimated as a percentage and represent the extent that
the integrity and functionality of an element has been affected. In order to calculate the
economic losses, the physical damage function needs to be computed, which strongly
depends on the type of anomaly and the level of its magnitude. There are two types of
physical damage functions, based on the type of outcome, mitigated (Equation (9)) and not
mitigated (Equation (10)).

PDmitigated(THk, Mz) (9)

PDnotMitigated(THk, Mz) (10)

Finally, the equation used to estimate the economic losses related to physical damage
is:

ELphysicalDamages = PD(THk, Mk)× EVAi(Ai) (11)

where EVAi(Ai) represents the economic value of the target and possibly of the assets con-
tained in it, with PD(THk, Mk) being either PDmitigated(THk, Mz) or PDnotMitigated(THk, Mz).

2.7.2. Service Interruption Estimation

Another important aspect of the economic losses is the estimation of the out-of-service
time. In the context of this estimation, the value of the building element under consideration
as well as the maintenance cost for functionality restoration are essential components. These
parameters have been considered since the time required to repair an asset is proportional
to its cost and the choice whether to replace or fix an asset is strongly related to the
corresponding costs.

2.7.3. Risk Computation

Following the previous steps, the overall risk score is computed, which is calculated
for each possible scenario outcome. The formula used to estimate the risk score is:

Risk = Likelihood × Expected damages (12)

Accordingly, the equation in the risk modules becomes:

RiskLeveli = PSSi × ELtot (13)

The risk score is expressed in monetary terms (EUR/year), since the likelihood is
expressed in the number of expected events per year and the expected damages in euros.
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The risk score of a scenario considers the threat set as the trigger of the scenario (e.g.,
over-consumption) as well as all the consequent impacts caused by the initial threats.

3. Case Study

In this section, the algorithm application in a typical building configuration is de-
scribed. The functionalities of the algorithm are implemented in the backend of the risk
tool. The backend can be logically subdivided into two parts, one responsible for the
risk computation and the other for the management of all specific elements related to the
residential buildings. The risk backend is responsible for modeling and keeping track of
the relation between threats and the possible mitigation measures. This part of the backend
models the countermeasures, threats, targets, and services as well as other fundamental
elements for risk computation [24,25]. The lists of threats, along with their frequency,
magnitude (severity) and countermeasures installed have been collected based on relevant
literature and from feedback coming from the TwinERGY project partners. The building
backend is responsible for managing all specific aspects of the residential environment, i.e.,
all elements of the infrastructure, such as sections, areas and assets.

3.1. Topology Structure and Configuration

Figure 7 illustrates the main entities (asset, area and devices) of the assets’ tree model
structure inside the risk algorithm. The correlation among the entities creates the structure
hierarchy. Further, the presented structure is highly scalable. In the context of the Twin-
ERGY project, and as proof of concept, an ad-hoc model has been developed that describes
the graph structure of a single asset of the type “independent house”. Figure 8 summarizes
the topology of the building assets. The following references are utilized.

• Parent—Higher level entities
• Child—Entity related to parent entity.
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In this context, the parent–child relation signifies that a parent node can influence the
child node. Thus, the structure of the independent house is as follows:

• The root node is an asset named “independent house” which has six children:

# Roof, whose target type is “Area”.
# Garden, whose target type is “Area”.
# First Floor, whose target type is “Area”.
# Second Floor, whose target type is “Area”.
# Energy Storage, whose target type is “ Photovoltaic System “.
# Main Power Line, whose target type is “Device”.

• The first floor has, in turn, two children:

# Kitchen, whose target type is “Sub-Area”.
# Dining Room, whose target type is “Sub-Area”.

• The second floor has also two children:

# Master bedroom, whose target type is “Sub-Area”.
# Guest bedroom, whose target type is “Sub-Area”.

• The roof has one child:

# PV System, whose target type is “Photovoltaic System”.

• The kitchen has two children which represent two appliances:

# Washer, whose target type is “Electronic Device”.
# Fridge, whose target type is “Electronic Device”.

• The dining room has also two children:

# Dining HVAC, whose target type is “Electronic Device”.
# Dining TV, whose target type is “ Electronic Device”.

• Finally, the guest bedroom has a single child:

# Guest Bedroom HVAC, whose target type is “Electronic Device”.

The target type defines the threat impacts that a target can undergo. For example,
a target of type “electronic device” may suffer from a permanent failure or temporary
malfunction. Both are called impacts of the specific threat that may occur on the target, e.g.,
the threat “device obsolescence”. Threats and their impacts are discussed in the following
sections of the experimental results along with their interpretation and the experimental
conclusions that can be drawn.

3.2. Threats and Impacts

In order to correctly configure the risk application, two basic concepts need to be
further explained.

• Threat: An action or event that may cause danger, damage or any other unexpected
behavior. Any threat has at least one impact.

• Impact: The effects and consequences of a threat on a given target type.

For example:

• For the target type “electronic device”, the threat “device obsolescence” may give rise
to the impact “temporary malfunction”.

• For the target type “photovoltaic system”, the threat “PV system malfunction may
produce the impact “low production”.

In the context of the TwinERGY project, threats and impacts have been determined
based on feedback collected from the risk template shared by the partners. Table 1 presents
the data collected through the project pilot implementation and the threat probability
obtained. The probability has been computed based on the frequency of the number of
occurrences of each threat per year.
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Table 1. Impact/Threat Table based on TwinERGY Partners’ Feedback.

Impacts Severity (1 to 10) Threats Probability

Power Supply Interruption 3 Power loss 0.049315068

Overconsumption 5 Energy demand overload, malfunction, heater
involved, old device, no maintenance 0.136986301

Overvoltage 5 Energy demand overload, malfunction, heater
involved, old device, no maintenance 0.041095890

Undervoltage 3 Malfunction 0.035616438
Overcurrent 3 Malfunction 0.001369863
Overpower 3 Malfunction 0.001369863

Unplanned Maintenance 8 Malfunction due to improper use of appliances 0.071232877

Ordinary Maintenance 3 Servicing, cleaning, malfunction,
filters substitution 0.032876712

Time Synchronization Error 6 NTP connection failure 0.002739726
Device Failure 10 Hardware/firmware failure 0.000547945

Application Error 9 Loss of internet connection 0.016438356

Bad Performance 8 Heater, fluid lacking, weather conditions,
sediment buildup from weather residue 0.093150685

Discomfort 9 - 0.139726027
Fault 10 Malfunction/Old device 0.024657534

Battery Damage 6 Electrical/Mechanical/Chemical
malfunctioning can damage the battery health 0.002739726

Repair 5 Diverse incidents can cause the need
for repairs 0.001369863

Vandalism/Theft 10 Acts of vandalism can damage or destroy
infrastructure 0.001369863

Cyber Attack 10
High interconnectivity is a gap that can lead to

increase in cyber vulnerabilities (malicious
attacks, system outages, bugs etc.)

0.001369863

Server Failure 6
The server in control of charging points can
face problems such as intermittent lack of

internet connection
0.002739726

Low Production 6 Uncleaned panels 0.093150685

3.3. Risk Computation
3.3.1. User Interface

The risk application is integrated as a microservice in the graphical user interface of
the TwinERGY Platform, which is part of the same project. From there, the users can select
a specific threat, using a list of preconfigured ones, and the target intended as the system
involved in the building. After inserting this information, the risk analysis is performed.
The results of the analysis are provided through a dashboard, as shown in Figure 9, and
presented in an aggregated way in order to be easily understandable by the user. The
values that are reported in this page are:

On the left:

• The number of cascade appliances involved in the threat;
• The risk value (or cost)in EUR/year;
• The countermeasure installed against the threat;

On the right:

• The detailed card of the devices involved;
• The probability (likelihood) value corresponding to the diverse threats;
• The device scenario presented with its corresponding impacts in euros;
• An indication of the most common action to avoid the specific threat;
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3.3.2. Results

To assess the approach to risk computation, the following three use cases are consid-
ered, based on the “independent house” model described before.

• Use Case 1: Threat “PV system fault” on the target type “photovoltaic system”. The
impact of this threat on the target type is “low production”. The input of the relevant
information in the corresponding fields of the application returns as results:

# The risk average is low.

There is only one target of type “photovoltaic system” in the “independent building”
model. Furthermore, the impact “low production” may have secondary impacts
related to it, namely “power supply interruption” and “discomfort”. These secondary
impacts are taken into account in the risk computation.

• Use Case 2: Threat “device obsolescence” on the target “dining room HVAC”; this
target has type “electronic device”. The input of the relevant information in the
corresponding fields of the application returns as results:

# The risk average is low.

The impact of this threat on the target type “electronic device” is “temporary mal-
function”. The impact “temporary malfunction” may have a “discomfort” impact as a
secondary impact.

• Use Case 3: Threat “power loss” on the root target “independent house”; whereas
the threat “power supply interruption” has impact “power loss”. The input of the
relevant information in the corresponding fields of the application returns as results:

# The target has six principal systems as children;
# A breakdown of risk level/probability/related threats per child;
# The risk average is low;
# A list of potential countermeasures that can be deployed.

Since the root target has several children, the impact “power loss” propagates to
any other area in the model, like kitchen, dining room and the bedrooms. Moreover, the
impact “power loss” has a secondary “temporary malfunction” impact on any target type
“area electronic device” that affects all appliances in the model, e.g., dining HVAC, fridge,
washer, etc.

In all three Use Cases, economic impacts can be estimated in EUR/year. However,
in order to compute reliable quantitative estimates, more precise parameters regarding
countermeasure efficiency, threats-related coefficients, and building graph structure weights
should be assessed by a domain expert and used in the algorithm. The information
gained from the presented risk management application is envisaged to be utilized as a
decision support tool that will facilitate maintenance planning and repair scheduling while
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minimizing costs and maximizing efficiency in the context of a decision support framework
similar to those deployed in electric power distribution systems [26,27].

4. Conclusions

The present paper describes the functional aspects of the risk management application
developed in the context of the TwinERGY project. The logics of the algorithm under-
lying the risk analysis engine is presented in order to make the risk assessment process
transparent to all stakeholders involved. Furthermore, the interface and commands of the
web application are explained in order to provide an overview of how the end users (i.e.,
the tenants or the building manager) can utilize the tool and what types of results can be
obtained.

In conclusion, the emerging paradigms in energy production and consumption high-
light the need for comprehensive risk assessment and management frameworks to assist
stakeholders’ decision-making processes. These frameworks require robust and reliable
applications that provide accurate, detailed, and accessible information. The scope, struc-
ture and flexibility of the underlying risk assessment algorithms are key factors in such
applications. In this context, the present paper presented the results of research of a risk
management application, highlighting the logic and functionalities that underpin the multi
asset risk assessment algorithm implemented. This application constitutes an essential
element of holistic approaches (such the TwinERGY project) to new energy production and
consumption paradigms.

Future research directions include the system enhancement in updating data in a
dynamic way by multiple actors such as users, maintenance technicians, and monitoring
systems. Other research avenues lead to the exploration of synergies between the proposed
methods and the ongoing development of AI models for predicting renewable energy
generation [28] and of big data analytics [7] in the context of smart grids. Moreover, the
possibilities and potential benefits of integrating the proposed methods in the context
of home energy management frameworks, such as virtual power plants can be further
explored.
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